In this paper the solution sets of linear maxirnization problems with a vector criterion index are investigated. The properties of the solution sets are examined in terms of polar cones. A theorem is derived to show the necessary and sufficient conditions for the solution sets. An algorithm to find the solution sets is presented based on the theorem. An example is given to illustrate the theorem and the algorithm.
Introduction
Several articles discussing vector valued optimization problems have been published, in which various solution points, non-inferior [12] , efficient [2], Pareto-optimal [9] , absolutely cooperative [9] , optimal [12] and non-domination [10] , [11] have been defined and investigated. The necessary and sufficient conditions for these solution points are given in [2] , [3] , [8] , [9] and [12] .
An algorithm to find a solution point is proposed in [5] . A non-inferior performance criterion is examined in a criterion index space [6] . These investigations are however, all based on scalarization of a vector valued criterion index and concern a solution point. Recently, a set of non-domination solutions has been investigated and methods to locate the set are pres~ted based on a concept of cone extreme points [10] . A method to find all solution points of linear problem is presented in [11] using a multicriteria simplex method.
develop an algorithm to find the solution sets. In this paper we will be concerned with solution sets of linear vector maximization problems (LVMP)
rather than a single solution point. After the formuration of the LVMP and the definition of solution sets are mentioned, the necessary and sufficient conditions for the solution sets will be derived by examining the intersection of a polar cone and a convex cone. An algorithm to find the solution sets is presented based on the theorem derived in this paper.
Solution Sets of the Linear Vector Maximization Problems
(1)
The LVMP considered in this paper is defined by
where A is an nxk matrix
The constraint set B is given by
where <bi,x> represents the scalar product between bi and x. We use lower case letters with or without subscripts as vectors and lower case letters with superscripts as real numbers. Through this paper the ordering relations between two vectors a = b, a ~ b, a ~ b, a> b are used in the ordinary sense [4] , [8] .
Three kinds of solutions of the LVMP are known [2-3], [61, [8] [9] [10] , [12] , and summarised as follows. Definition 1. A point Xo S B is defined to be a non-inferior point if (4) holds, a Pareto-optimal point if (5) holds, an optimal point if (6) holds; i.e.
there exists no other point in B such that ATx > ATxo ,
there exists no other point in B such that ATx > ATxo ' (6) ATxo ;: ATx , for all x E B.
Let fn,fp, and fo, be the sets of non-inferior points, Preto-optimal points, and optimal points of the LVMP, respectively.
The following implications are clear by Definition 1.
Although the set fa may be the most desirable solution set, the solution sets fn and fp are considered in this paper since we seldom encounter a problem when fo is nonempty. In investigation of the solution sets a polar cone plays an important role. The structure and the characteristics of the polar cone which are investigated in [7] [8] , [10] (9), (10) and (11) respectively are represented by
Po ( 
at least one a i > 0, ~is RI}.
For the proof of the above propositions refer to [8] . Let S(b i ) be an affine manifold defined by
Let F be a face [7] . [8] of Band I(F) be the index set given by
It is proved in [7] that F is represented by (18)
For the simplicity of representation assume that I(F) convex cone is defined by (14) . (15) and (19) respectively, then (i). under the assumption such that Po(A) # ~,
iff there exist nonnegative 8 such that
and (ii.)
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which implies that (24) and (25) hold. The sufficiency of the theorem is evident by following convesely the above. since (30) and (31) are equivalent by the equivalency of Motzkin's theorem. This completes the proof of (i). The proof of (n) is highly analogous to that of (i) and is not mentioned here. 
Now we introduce two linear programming problems (LP)
The LP2 is given subject to (37) ,
Lemma 2.
(42) iff the LP2 has a solution such that (44) to > O.
In view of Lemma 1 the validity of this lemma is clear. 
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The proof of the other relation is almost the same as that of the first one and is not denoted here.
Algorithm to solve LVMP
In this section an algorithm, which is based on Theorem 1, is given to find a solution set fn and fp of the LVMP. For this algorithm it is necessary to obtain the representation of polar cones in terms of edge vectors as given in (14) and (15). In other words i t is required that the edge vector wi and basis vector ei for a given matrix A are calculated. A calculation method for these vectors is given in [8] and is not repeated here. The outline of the algorithm to find fn(fp) is as follows;
Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3.
Step 4.
Step 5.
Step 6.
If rank A n, go to Step 2, otherwise (rank A r < n) calculate a basis for LJ.(A).
Calculate all edge vectors {wl""'w q } of peA) or P(A)(~L(A) (see [8] for the detail). 
Example
For explanation of the algorithm in a concrete fashion, the following example is solved.
Example 1.
Let us consider the following LVMP.
maximize ATx =G ~J T[:~] subject to
To find solution sets, let us follow the algorithm.
rank A = z, L.l(A) = {O}
Step Z. Step 3.
Step 5. 
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Examine faces F35 and F45 in the same way. By applying Theorem 1, we have no more solution subset.
Step 6. srn = 2, s = 2, m = 3 > n, so that the algorithm terminates. We can obtain all solution sets as follows, rn S(b5)()BUS(b6)n BUS (bs)n B, rp S (b5) n S (b6) n S (b7) n B. This algorithm is very useful when large dimensional faces of the feasible set are interested.
